
Lowell Liebermann--Gargoyles, Op. 29 

American composer Lowell Liebermann has made a name for himself in many traditional genres of Western Classical Music—

the Concerto, the Sonata, the Symphony, etc.  I have seen him oft derided for writing of “movie music”—although this is for 

many people not necessarily a bad thing (and the complexity one encounters in his music far surpasses the most simplistic cinema 

scores).  His compositional style is accessible and often virtuosic, as is the case here, in what is perhaps his most well-known 

work for piano, Gargoyles. 

I. Presto 

An A-B-A movement built on an ominous three-note figure which is heard initially as some sort of warning bell.  The writing for 

piano is exceptionally difficult—flying torrents and scintillations up and down the keyboard in grotesque (both audibly and 

technically) combinations.  The harmonic language and style is easily identifiable as one of neo-Romanticism.  The B section is 

introduced with a restless left hand ostinato, and a cantabile (singing) right hand melody—the music is not very comfortable to 

begin with, but sudden fortissimo hammerings even increase the shock factor.  This gothic creation ends spectrally, with a 

ghostly sprint to the outer extremes of the piano before suddenly vanishing. 

II. Adagio semplice, ma con molto rubato 

A beautiful A-B-A movement, with a lonely right hand melody in octaves over a slow, oscillating accompanimental figure in the 

left hand (far-off cathedral bells?).  The melody explores different harmonic regions, seeming to entertain the idea of escape from 

a bleak “steppe” landscape.  The middle section is an escape—harmonically to the furthest possible region—but the music is 

brought inevitably back to the loneliness and resignation of the A section. 

III. Allegro moderato 

Cast in a kind of A-B-A-C-A form.  Many have noted this movement’s glimmering, gossamer filigree as related to musical 

creations of Impressionism.  The gargoyle depicted here is surely angelic.  An undulating “harp-figure” is constant throughout, 

with a long, cantabile melody above—at the return of the A section Liebermann writes an exceptionally difficult figuring of this 

melody as a canon in the bass—the performer is somehow asked to bring out two melodies and continue the harp-like 

accompaniment, all the while playing as quietly as possible.  

IV. Presto feroce 

Liebermann has clearly saved the biggest, scariest gargoyle for last.  The most technically difficult and decidedly ferocious of the 

set, it brings to mind that the water-belching gargoyle itself was initially a Medieval creation meant to scare off demonic spirits 

who intended harm on innocent parishioners.  Obviously then, it must be frightening.  This musical realization certainly is—

octaves and chords are the standard texture, with virtually nowhere to catch a breath.  Like the third gargoyle, it is cast in a kind 

of A-B-A-C-A form, but contains in addition a hair-raising Coda with technical demands unequaled by anything else in the 



set.  Incredibly effective and imaginative, I leave it up to you to create the images and narrative which might accompany this 

gothic, grotesque creation. 

 


